2009-10-01
Connection Info
Telephone (Sakai001): +1 812 856 7060
Internet: 156.56.240.9
Conference Code: 348#
PIN: 72524#

Agenda
1. 2.6.1 Release
2. 2.7.0
a. Forums
b. QA Servers
3. Jira Discussion

Related Links
Test Instances
Sakai 2.6.1 testing
New Jira Filters
How to use Jira confluence page
Release Proposal 2009
Google Spreadsheet of new features
New Feature Documentation

Attendees
Seth Theriault
Pete Peterson
Anthony Whyte
Adam Hocek
David Horwitz
Jean Francois

Minutes
Sakai 2.6.1
2.6.x external refreshed. Pulled in updates.
Several issues still being merged and a conversion script
SAK-16548 - needs to be remerged and conversion script needs to be written
Email sent on Properties changes - none
Email sent on Conversion scripts - several
Sakai 2.6.1 - 1st week of Oct 2009
Sakai 2.7.0
no branch yet created, so no hardened 2.7.0 yet
Looking for framework of freeze dates, suggested that we contact individuals and get feedback and buy-in from key players
Jira
Discussion will continue offline
Requested via email to branch managers to not include ".x" references
Something needs to be done
Have formal announcement about Pete owning Jira
Track issues that need conversion script changes
Other
Scan filter for 2.6.1 for additional issues by Friday (10/2) or Monday (10/ at the latest

Action Items - from 2009-10-01

David will look at it tomorrow, unless someone else can do sooner
Pete - email about 2.7.0 freeze dates
Pete - Jira announcement
Pete - Jira proposal

Action Items - from 2009-09-24
email Sakai 2.6.1 update - Anthony
email to 2.6.1 branch managers - Anthony
email and calls to testers for 2.6.1 and trunk-qa
review the filter for 2.6.0-2.6.1 fixes and update as needed
the Release Meetings should include review of these filters (what is needed to test, what is ready to merge)
periodic email to the QA community on jira related issues

Action Items - from 2009-09-17
Samigo blocker
Conversion scripts checked
K1 change review
Refresh QA branch
Additional servers running 2.6.x
Included issues for 2.5.6 and 2.6.1
Security issue review
Jira reviewers page
Filters page - community filters page

